Caps and Hats: "Pirate Hat" - World Premiere

Animated TV
Netherlands, Dutch
Ages 5-8
7 minutes
Directed by Patrick Raats

Ready to set sail with a turtle as his first mate and a frog as his bosun, our hero is ready to find treasure at sea. But when the adventure turns into an animal rescue mission, does the team have what it takes?

Screenings:
- PEAS IN A POD Pre K & K
- ADVENTURES AWAIT Grades K-2, Ages 5-8
- SETTING SAIL Ages 5-8

En Route - Chicago Premiere

Live-action short film,
Netherlands, Dutch, with English subtitles
Ages 8-10
10 minutes
Directed by Marit Weerheijm

While looking to go on their family shopping ritual, Inay makes a mistake, with consequences.

Screenings:
- ROAD MAPS Ages 8-10
**Holy Moly - North American Premiere**

Documentary short
Netherlands, Dutch, with English subtitles
Ages 8-10
16 minutes
Directed by Eva Nijsten

It's time for First Communion, where the focus for this eight-year-old Catholic girl is the party, the presents, and the bouncy castle.

**Screenings:**

- ROAD MAPS Ages 8-10

**Jovanna for Future - North American Premiere**

Documentary short,
Netherlands, Dutch
Ages 11-13
16 minutes
Directed by Mirjam Marks

Activist Jovanna has to take the climate into consideration in whatever she wants to do. She doesn't eat meat, and she and her family live in an “earthship,” where they generate all the energy they use. How can she use her voice for climate change?

**Screenings:**

- GIRLS RULE Ages 11-13
Under the Skin - North American Premiere

Live-action Short Film
Netherlands, Dutch
Ages 11-13
20 minutes
Directed by Emma Branderhorst

A synchronized swimmer gets herself into a tough situation with her teammates. Can she overcome it and focus on the upcoming competition?

Screenings:
- GIRLS ON THE MOVE Ages 11-13

Bear With Me - Chicago Premiere

Animated Short Film
Netherlands, English
Ages 13+
5 minutes
Directed by Daphna Awadish

This animated documentary reveals the many difficulties prevalent for those who cross borders in order to be with the ones they love.

Screenings:
- EXPERIMENTAL STATION Ages 13+
CICFF 2020 The Netherlands Films

- GENIUS LOCI Ages 15+
- MOVING FORWARD Ages 13+

Cinema – Chicago Premiere

Animated Short Film
Netherlands, Nonverbal
Ages 5-8
3 minutes
Directed by Merel Hamers

A reluctant babysitter to her much-younger brother, a girl has to make a choice one day at the movies.

Screenings:

- FAMILY TIME Ages 5-8

Flow - Chicago Premiere

Animated Short Film
Netherlands, Nonverbal
Ages 13+
14 minutes
Directed by Adriaan Lokman

A turbulent day, painted by air.

Screenings:

- EXPERIMENTAL STATION Ages 13+
Angel - North American Premiere

Angel is a shy tween who is a people-pleaser and a bit of a homebody. Home is a haven, with her brilliant parents and her kitty. Angel’s true friend, Charlie is the best bestie one could ever hope for and they are different but complementary. Everything is just as it should be. One day, her parents must go to a conference, and her wacky uncle Toby comes to stay. On her way home, something odd happens: Angel trips, bracing herself for a rough landing, but instead finds herself floating in a beautiful soap bubble. When the bubble pops, leaving Angel dazed on the ground, she finds a beautiful golden watch next to her. It is not long before Angel discovers that the watch is very special: it makes all her wishes come true! Although she’s tried to keep her new “powers” a secret, she can’t help herself. Soon, the whole class knows. Looking to use the watch for good, Angel is very generous with gifts. Angel starts to gain a different kind of confidence, starts feeling like a different person, entirely. She and Charlie fall out and soon Angel’s whole life gets so much more complicated. When Angel is powerfully popular, can she make good choices and will her new life truly make her happy?

Screenings:

- Weekend Features